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NEW MEXICO LOBO

'Urban' proiects
topic of meetings
WASHINGTON
( UPI )-Transportation Secretary
John A, Volpe said today that air
bags that would inflate
a11tomatically in event of an
accident will be required on the
front seat passenger side of all cars
produced after Jan. 1, 1972.
Volpe said that because of
technical problems involving the
steering wheel column, the air
bags will not be required on the
driver's side of cars until Jan. 1,
1974. After that they will also be
required in rear seats and in light
trucks.
Driver and passengers, when
thrown forward by a crash
impact, would meet the air bag as
it inflated, absorbing the impact.
Once th~t impact was made, the
bag would deflate immediately to
clear the driver's vision.
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PAWNBROKER ·
243-3610
2410 CENTRAL, S,E.
ALBUQUERQUE. N.M.
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CLASSIFIED AD V·E R TIS I N G
RATES: 7c per word, 2Q word miniWJJE;RE: Journalism Building. Room
mum (;1.40) per time run, If ad is to
169, afternoons preferably or mnil.
run flve or more Consecutive d_ays with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Pel." word and the minimum. number of
words to 10.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pl\Yinent must be made in full prior to insertiqn of advertisement.

PERSONALS

1)

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
SING AND STRUM any sD'Ilg insti~ntly by
cal'. Folk, rock~ country, Money back
guarantee. $2. postpaid~ Guitar Method,
Box 65, Fenton, Mich. 48430, 4/2
LONELY? NEED A LIS'rENER7 Personal,
mnritnl,
family
problema.
United Minister's Counse1ing Service,
1800 Sigma Chi NE. 247-2720. 3/28
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. New
hours-T-Th 8:30 to 5;30, W-F-S 8:30
to 6 :00, 3/23
DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lesson. $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268-4589. 3/24
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIDUTORS·: . All
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journal·
ism Bldg,
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIDUTORS:
All art works may now be picked up at
rm. 205 J oumalism Bldg,, 9 a.m.--4 p.m.
Mondzy-Friday,
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses. three prints._ Pictures taken
nt UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOSE SOMETHING 7 To
Lobo Classified Ads.

find it, try

COMPUTER ANALYSTS
By an arrlLJlgement with the department, if you can calculate faster than

one of our gals, man you're
graduate! Check yourself ot •..
Guild Arts Theatre

a

3405 Centro! N.E.
Only $1.50

Noon Iff Midnite

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service In the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items.
l•'OUND: Currency fonnd. V nlidaw clv.im
and take the money. 277-2131, 3/19

3)

SERVICES

TYPING-term papers, theses, disserta ..
tions. Close to campus. 2fi6-1694. 3/25

5)

FORSALE

FENDE;R STRATOCASTER: piggyj;;;;;'k
amp, two 12" speakers, four inpUts. 2GG..
2069. 3/25
1967 305 SCRA."dBLER, 3000 miles, excellent stock condition, with tach and
helmet, $421i, 277-4035 or 345-0155. 3/19
1969 GTO, PB, PS, AC. New tires. Refinance. $2483. 265-3266. 3/18-24
1969 KAWASAKI 250 Sidewinder, 2200
miles. Excellent condition. Street or race.
$450 or best offer. 277-5869. 3/28
1964. VW squnrebnck by original owner. A
bargain nt $825. Phone 255-5441. 2/23
200 USED TVs. All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16

6)

7)

Elf ·survival Revival•
spreads information

J

·Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

Finals
Possibles. Should New Mexico
State and Jacksonville meet in the
NCAA finals, the Aggies should be
able to contain the Dolphins'
wide-open fast break. NEW
MEXICO STATE TO WIN BY
THREE. If, instead, UCLA would

501

Yale S.E.

(Just 5 blks. South

of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Galion

Beginning Tomorrow

u =·
-·-·-

"****BEST FOREIGN FILM OF YEAR!" -N....
FEDERICO FELLINI'S

A""

DOlt' :FWUCCHO'S
2108 CEUTAAL S.E./247·4414

·. lhe Greatem

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

-

Elf

HH

Doug and Marcia, two former Michigan State University students,
came to UNM yesterday to bring their "Survival Revival" to the
Southwest, "What we are doing is showing people there is a better way
to do things,'' they said.
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DOUBLE FEATURE
"SWEET TRASH 11

Students

"SURF CITY SEX" $1.50 any time
Metro Goldwyn Mayer presents

Pot~ Neat

in Frank D. Gilroy's Pulitzer Prize winning
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Albuquerque residents

ask Vietnam withdrawal

Ginsberg speaks at Popeioy

Thursday, March 19
Economics Department; Union room 253;
8 a.m.
JSRAD-WIN: Union room 231-A: 9 a.m.
A WS; Union room 231 B-C; 3 :30 p.m.
SDS; Union room 250-C; 4 p.m.
Rally Committee; Union room 231-A: 5

Allen Ginsberg, one of America's
most controversial and influential poets,
wili speak and read from his works
Monday in Popejoy Hall at 8 p.m.
His appearance is sponsored by the
Speakers' Committee and is free to all
UNM faculty, staff, and students.
Admission for all other persons is
$1.50.
Ginsberg has been in the public eye
most recently for his testimony at the
Chicago Seven trial. Ginsberg chanted
for several minutes on the witness
stand before being asked to step down
by the judge. He served as a defense
witness.
More recently the San Francisco
"Big Daddy" of Beat Poetry was
prevented from a poetry reading about
the Miami police by a Federal Court
injunction.
Ginsberg gmduated from Columbia
University in 1948 and by 1955 he,
Gregory Corso, Jack Kerouac, William
Burroughs, Michael McClure and other

v.m.

Spurs; Union room 231-E: 6 p.m.
Gamma Sigma Sigma Pledges; Union
room 231-D: 6:30 p.m.
Senate Finance Committee: Union room
250 A-B: 6:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization; Union
room 253: 7 p.m.
Environmental Teaeh·Jn: Union room
140: 7 p.m.

W. C. FIELDS
"YOU CAN'T CHEAT
AN HONEST MAN"

Film Society. "Young Torlesa:.. Union

Theater; 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union room 250-D;
7:30 p.m.

We Guarantee The lest

ALSO ''THE PHARMACIST"

Service & Products

in Albuquerque

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
FRIDAY, MARCH 20-7 & 10 p.m.
50¢ plus ID

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central S.E.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASstFIED ADVERTISING
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CALLING U

The story of three strangers
A mother.. .
A father.. .
and
A son

~
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information on "the new
university" and procedures for
setting up exchange letters
between organizations and
universities.
Under educational reform
Marcia said one of their biggest
projects is "curricula
synthesis." "What we try to do
is show people what a course
can contain-how to make it a
complete course. For example,
a course on the civil war can
include not only who won, but
also how the people thought at
that time, the economy, side
issues, etc."
Elf himself is a fully
contained living unit. Doug and
Marcia not only work in the
bus but also sleep and do their
cooking there.
Elf, Doug, and Marcia will
be parked next to the mall for
the remainder of today.
Tomorrow they leave for
Flagstaff and thence to the
west coast.
They came to Albuquerque
from Norman, Okla.
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CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish songs.
Send $1 to ROBERTO MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.W. 87102.

In

The "Survival Revival" came
to UNM yesterday in a big red
bu& named Elf.
Elf and his occupants Doug
and Marcia are currently
traveling around the country
gathering and spreading
information about the
Education Liberation Front, a
program which runs the gamut
from ecology to draft
resistance to educational
reform.
Both Dough and Marcia
described Elf's mission as to
bring about change through the
process of gathering
information and the'n spreading
it to campuses across the
country to let students know
what is going on at other
institutions.
Inside Elf the traveling
couple maintains three file
cabinets on educational
reform, "issues," and
"projects." In the issues file is
information such as ecology
and women's liberation. The
projects file contains

.

EMPLOYMENT

12:15
2:08
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meet Jacksonville in the finals, the
talented Dolphins should have the
incentive to pull an upset.
JACKSONVILLE TO WIN BY
ONE, Without 6·11'/.a Bob Lanier,
St. Bonaventure is a long shot to
make it into the finals. If they
did, it would be NEW MEXICO
STATE WINNING BY EIGHT. Or
if the Bonnies met UCLA, it
would be the BRUINS by 15.
,

On a given night, anything
could happen between these two
teams. But tonight, the AGGIES
WIN BY ONE.

1969 ROBERTS STEREO tape recorder
$175.00. 23" color TV console with guar·
antee $175. Call Steve 242·9514. 3/23
EMERSON TAPE recorder-excellent for
component set up, $60.
CONSERVATJVELY checked sport coat,
size 87, $10.
SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new aome
$200, try them on-make offer, size 39,
some with two pair pants, Call 247-2545.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY-part-time.
If you lire looking for a real opportunity
plus early retirement, call 268-4950 after
5 :30. Couples Preferred. 3/20

3:46

(Continued from p. 7)
Aggies strong point and, if UCLA
has ~ weakness, it's Vallely, Give
the Aggies 20 points.
Depth-Some people claim that
the UCLA second team could beat
most first teams in the country.
But the Aggies are deep in talent
and h~ve one of the best benches
anywhere. They lack only
experience. Give UCLA two
points.

PAY TOO MUCH FOR GAS: walk too far
to class? LAMBRETTA, 150 cc, $150.,
247-2539. 8/18

Shows at

ow Showing

Aggies vs. Bruins

1964 PEUGEOT wagon. Good condition.
Rebuilt. Rodefer, English Dept. 898-1364.
3/23

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Either sex.
Excellent wages. Great Working Conditions. Swimming Poo]: Cashiers, Lifeguards, Night Maintenance. If intcre3ted,
one interview dnte only: Snturday,
March 14, time: 10 n.m., plnce 1410
Iron SW. 3/13

Phone 265-4675
3211 Central N.E.

Thursday, March 19, 1970

poets had formed what became known
as the "Beat Generation" or "San
Francisco Renaissance."
The Paterson, N.J., native achieved
his first literary recognition with the
publication of "Howl and Other
Poems" in 1955, The "Howl" text was
declared legal by a San Francisco court
in 1957 and in 1963 Ginsberg was
awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship.
Ginsberg has traveled throughout
the world, including India, Vietnam,
Japan, Mexico, Tangiers, Europe,
Africa, the Arctic, Cuba, Russia,
Poland, and the New York State
Psychiatric Institute. May Day, 1965,
he was elected King of May in Prague,
Czechoslov!lkia.
The poet has been associated with
many literary magazines and last year
received a National Institute of Arts
and Letters grant for poetry. He has
been on many campuses for readings
and first read at UNM three years ago.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

A Luthera11 minister, an
elementary school teacher, a
Quaker, a representative from the
New Mexico Democratic Council,
a member of the community
Vietnam Moratorium Committee,
and a Vietnam war veteran
yesterday called for American
withdrawal from Vietnam.
They issued statements
yesterday at a press conference.
Rev. Titus Scholl, who said he
spoke only for himself in his stand
against the war, "deplored" the
American religious establishment's
silence about the war. Scholl said
the church, of all "institutions
and people on the face of the
earth," ought to be
"unequivocally, unmistakably
against warfare generally-for war
is the great obscenity."
Don Thompson, an elementary
teacher, outlined effects of the
war on students and education.
He said war has the effect of
creating apathy among students
because "they see no motive for
any kind of scholastic effort when
faced with military service and
possible death in a few years.
AI Utton, a UNM Jaw professor
and a representative from the New

Mexico Democratic Council, said
the war in Vietnam has caused
America to forget about "critical
problems here at home."
_
He called for a "firm and
unequivocal commitment to
withdrawal of all U.S. military
forces from Vietnam at the
earliest possible date."
Thomas D. Gossett, a Vietnam
war veteran, said the United
States should "u11conditionally
pull all American troops out of
Vietnam now."
Bainbridge Bunting, a Quaker,
and Thora Guinn, from the
community Vietnam Moratorium
Committee, also spoke,
The University-based
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam (Mabes), the
War Resistors League, and the
Newman Center Social Action
Committee, demonstrated
yesterday from 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. ill front of the draft ce11ter.
They kept up the picket line all
day, but were prevented from
questioning draft center personnel
because the draft office was
closed all day, Draft personnel
were ill a seminar about the
lottery system.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

j;

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOlLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING---

00

Suggested for~
GENERAL ~

audiences.
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co.Starrlog

Jackby Albertson · Martin Sheen
by
scre~nplay

produced bY

Frank D. Gilroy

Edgar Lansbury
Ulu Grosbard
Metrocolor·

dlr6c!od

Hear Judy collins sing "Albatross" and

"Who Knows Where The T1me Goes?"

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE.

50¢ with ID

Saturday& Sunday 7 & I0 p.m.
•
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Curry scores politicians
for using UNM as issue
ASUNM President Ron Curry, in answer to cha1'ges by several
political candidates that UNM is not acting in the cases of ?tud~nt
charged with causing campus incidents, said yesterday the Unwerstty
is attempting to follow due process of law.
"Members of the University community have filed charges against
the individuals allegedly involved,': Cm;tY said.
. ..
"To purge people from the Umvers1ty before a fatr tt·Jal wo?ld be
to follow the actions of dictators of non•democratic counlnes. It
seems to me no one in this state, . including political candidates,
would advocate this kind of justice," he added.
Curry also called upon political candidates not to make the
campaign a one·issue caml!aign, and. said many issue~ othct·. than.the
University such as pollution, taxation, and educational fmancmg,
concern N~w Mexico citizens.
"Don't try to deceive the people of New Mexico into thinking
there are no other problems to be met," Curry said.
He reminded candidates that "a blanket attack on the University,
its president, or regents is not constructive ot• beneficial to the
people of this state."
• .. . . . .
.
.
"Sacrificing the state Un1verstty 1s a btg pl'lce to pay fo.r a few
votes," Curry said.
. .
. "
UNM President Ferrel Heady termed Curry's statement he1pful
a~d consL.tuctive" but declined to make any further statement
concerning political candidates.
.
. .
.
Heady also declined. comment on a charge by State R~p, Stephen
Helbing R·Roswell that he (Heady) had taken a "hmp·wmted
approach to wanton'acts of violence and anarchy" at UNM •

,

·

Demonstrators

Lobo photo by Ch<'llter Pnintcr

Various anti-Vietnam war groups yebierda;v pic~eted the draft
center from 8:30a.m. to 5 p,tn. 'fhey carried s1gns Wlth the na!X'':s of
local draft board members, and a picture of Mai Li massacre VICtims.

NEW
·MEXICO
WAYNE CIDDIO

GRANT HARVEY

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Vol. 73, No. 105

Friday, March 20,1970

The New ·Mexico Lobo is published
daily every "'gular week of the Univer·
$ity year by the Board of Studomt Pub·
lications of the As$ociated Students of
the University of New Mexico, an!'! is not
financially associated with UNM, Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
claso postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Sul>scription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on tha editorial
pages of Tho Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents tho views
of the Associated Students or of the Unl·
versify of New Mexico.

Friday, March 20, 1970
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Disruptive campus policies for the coming school year
were discussed last night by members of the newly-formed
Destroy University Daily Doldrums (DUDD). Given top
priority was a list of proposed violent demonstrations to be
carried out during athletic events, regents meetings, and
registration.
Helen Goober coordinator for the DUDD organization
enumerated tent~tive plans for complete anarchy during next
fall's class registration at the University. Omelettes, Denver
sandwiches, and pigs' feet are to be thrown onto ~~mmerman
field in a display of disgust by students, of favonttsm shown
toward football players who are allowed to register, early the
first day. During registration itself, all DUDDs will punch
extra holes in their packetcards thus throwing off the
computer and ultimately throwing themselves out of classes
and subsequently out of school. Charges that Goober had
collaborated with Ferrel Heady and Davey Cargo on this
venture were denied vehemently by the aging freshmen,
Other discussion on further plans for registration disruption
were. tabled until next meeting.
A planned demonstration against the BYU (Black Muslim
Youth University) by several Mormon members of DUDD
was voted down when DUDD members were informed that
BYU didn't even have an athletic department. The
demonstration had been tentatively scheduled for an Oct. 18
lacrosse match at UNM.
The protestors alleged that the beliefs of the Black
·Muslims had denied certain individuals their right to join the
1-ace of their choice. Included on the demonstration's agenda
had been a folk dance guerilla theatre and a short movie
screen was to have been set up in the middle of the field
during the Oct. 18 event.
·
Heated discussion surrounded Fanny Might's suggestion
that all classes conducted at UNM be conducted in Spanish.
Might, fluent in eight languages, has planned a series of
violent confrontations in which students would be
encouraged to bodily assault any professor who carried on a
lecture in any other language. The department of modern and
classical languages was to be bombed on a weekend when no
telephone repairmen were on campus.
At the mention of bombs, many of the DUDDs harshly
demanded that any member of the organization with a
knowledge of bombs submit himself to a physical
examination at UNM's Health Services. Choice locations for
placement in the building were suggested as being either the
X-ray room or near the exit door-neither of these places
having ever been used.
The meeting was adjourned until next Friday when it was
learned that no members of BSU, UMAS, EMAU, SOC, SDS,
AMA, BEMA, or YAF were present.

Editorial

--·--------------

Students' complaint dead

The Student Standards Committee has
"learned first hand that it is powerless as
anyone else to take action against a member
of the University faculty.
More than two weeks have passed since
the committee recommended a faculty
investigation of students' complaints about
the discriminatory classroom practices of
English Professor Ernest W. Baughman.
Where does the complaint stand now?
Nobody knows. The Standards Committee
admitted during its hearing of complaints
from William Bonner and Jon Kaufman that
it had no real jurisdiction in the case since
Baughman had not taken any disciplinary
action against the two long-haired students.
The fact is that the Student Standards
Committee would have had no jurisdiction
"'in the case even if Baughman had taken
disciplinary steps.
The more basic fact is that there is
nowhere within the University structure that

a student can take a complaint against a
faculty member and expect a satisfactory
settlement.
Even some of the faculty members on the
Student Rights and Responsibilities
Committee, a committee commissioned to
study and make proposals for an equitable
University judicial system, look aghast when
student members suggest disciplinary steps
against the faculty·
Any attempt by the student body or the
administration to sanction a faculty member
for his classroom conduct would incur the
wrath of the American Association of
University Professors, an organization more
powerful than any university administration,
board of regents, or state legislature
anywhere.
If Kaufman and Bonner are waiting for
the faculty to take action on their
complaint, they best not hold their breath.
The faculty will never move against
Baughman.

'MEDIOCRE, JUDGE CARSWELL-BUT TERRIFIC!'

....

~I
J
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Remember to call Dad to assure him you really can find a place to park on campus.

.,

Lobo Review

To The Editor:
Big Brother Speaks

,,
•·

~
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~
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"

statement" on UNM (keep alert,
people, Big Brother is about to
speak again). It should be a
fascinating document. At least as
interesting as "Mein Kampf" ...
Robert L. IDady

Tobacco Road, Marooned
possibilities for weel(end

Lettera are welcome, and ahould
be no lon11er than 260 warda ~
written, donble apaeed. Name, telephone number and add.-- mnat be
inelnded, althoqh name will be
withheld upon requ ..t.

By STEPHEN M. PART
Books has out "The Tales of
For those academic souls who Hoffman." It covers the Chicago 8
are not cutting out early here's (then there were 7) trial.
some weekend things to do and
see (and maybe some not to do or Illustrated with sketches by Verna
Sadock, the book documents
see):
what
may be the demise of the
The Barn Dinner Theatre in
present
judicial system.
Cedar Crest is doing "Tobacco
Bantam
asks "did justice really
Road." They bill it as "America's
triumph?"
Judge Julius comes off
Greatest Comedy."
unjudicious.
Read and weep.
Someone sure has a strange
sense of humor-because there are
***
"Marooned" opened at Loew's
some funny lines and there are
less bodies on stage at the end of Theatre and turns out better than
the play than at the end of expected. The space sequences arc
"Hamlet" doesn't quite qualify it technically excellent; far better
for comedy status.
than "2001" (though no one will
If you must go, ignore their soon match "2001"'s monkey
advertising and be prepared for sequences for technique.)
the tragic end.
The movie may be helpful in
Preparing our collective psyche
***
For &tay at homes, Banl;am
for the Inevitable. space tragedy.
_,_.,
• ···.;;u.

women by building feelings of
guilt within her culminating in a
request, real or implied, for
coitus), and finally, marriage (man
reduces women to total
dependency).
This is not intended as a
definitive list; it continues, and
each day adds a new black mark
against our sex. For shame! Next,
we may regress to a stage when we
ask women to look like women.
Ah, but how far must we go?
Can we admit that woman has a
brain? Miss O.A. Witch apparently
fears not. Perhaps she has nothing
to offer as things now stand.
The Wizard of Bawd

•. To the Editor:
Well, now we know what kind
of a gubernatorial race we'll have
in New Mexico this year. Rep.
Stephen Helbing has jumped on
the old bandwagon with another
of the typically irrational attacks
The "Fair Sex"
on UNM that seem to be so much
in style now. The faithful To the Editor:
"defender of the right" has said,
I have followed the progress of
in effect, he will place UNM under Miss O.A. Witch's crusade to
martial law if he is elected, and in emancipate women with some
that way preserve our wonderful interest. The time has come for Us
tradition of liberty and academic males to admit our weaknesses
freedom.
and aid woman in occupying her
If New Mexico voters are dense just place within the power
enough to be taken in by structure.
Helbing's backwoods political
I must agree that we males are a
•
tactics, then I can think of no salacious, 'lascivious, debauched,
Petitions Due Friday
other collection of bumpkins venerous, ruttish lot attempting to
Concernihg the recent petition
more deserving of him. Only gratify our sexual cravings
extraordinarily mindless voters through the exploitation of ·"·the calling fOl' the elimination ot
<~ could find any merit in Helbing's fair sex" (I hope I hav~ not modification of the A&S langua~e
sttadtementht 'B'Werde If gRovernotr ohffendhed apY,hfemalefactivdist by a requirement, we have recE!N~d
o ay,
e oar o
egen s · t oug t1ess c 6ice o wor s). Let ov(tr a thousand signatures: !llid
would be meeting in my office ,,. us claim our reward for our guilt. plan to go to. the. dorms artd·!!Qnie
until they decided to take action
Clever, nay foolish, as we all language classes this week. If .tbere
(in the Cooper, Orzen case), are, we ha v·e a variety of are any more petitions out, please
starved to death, or resigned" seemingly innocent. activities return them to one of us or to the
Such statements appeal only to designed to expropriate from Honors Center by Friday. The
insecure masses such as those women their saleable attr~butes to Dean's Subcommittee on Group
Hitler cashed in oq in the 1930's. meet our own ends without giving Requirements will be meeting this
Now that Helbing has struck his just compensation,
week or next, and we will present
blow for freedom, he has
A few examples are beauty our petition to the committee and
withdrawn temporarily to allow contests (a rough Fl'eudian call for immediate study of the
the voters to think about his interpretation might link watching problem, An open meeting will be
statement and decide he is the nearly nude females with the r eq uesied so that faculty and
wise leader they all want. Not 1'eturn to the Oedipal stage in an especially r.tudents may come and
·wishing to Jose anybody's attempt to finally re.%>lve our present their views.
attention, however, he has told us incest ual con;flicts), dating (a
Eddie Allen
Ernest Kilker
he :will shortly draft a "formal covert attempt at mastery of

.

New low rate I

On weekends-from 8 a.m. to 1l p.m., Saturdays, and 8 to 5 Sundays-you can dial·direct out-of-state to any phone from here to either coast, and talk 3 minutes for 70 cents or less.

@Mountain Bell

I
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Sadock in Bantam's "Ta1es of
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U students
give advice
about draft

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.
lf you want the latest in
sportswear from New York
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALL.
l 0% Discou11t with
student card.
Wyoming and Menaul

Attention all draftable UNM
males: How informed are you
about public law 91-124, and
proclamation 3945 (new Selective
Service System design), signed by
President Nixon in 1969?
Maybe you read about a case
like yours and think you've found
a way out of the draft. Don't bet
on it. You're probably just as
confused as your buddy who
handled his own draft case and
now serves in a military capacity
morally unacceptable to him.
But you can contact one of ten
campus draft counselors in room
135 of the law building.
Demand Draft Class
"Hundreds of people should be
demanding that a class on the
Selective Service System and how
it operates be taught on campus,"
said draft counselor John
Gascoyne. He is also a member of
the Law Students Civil Rights
Research Council (LSCRRC).
"Until recently, it wasn't
necessary for the people who
administered the draft process to
know what the procedural aspects
were, and they still don't, so
there's a lot of opportunity for
error," he said.
"What people don't realize,"
said draft counselor-law student
.Lou Marjon, ''is the Selective
Service System is not a system,
but so many pages of rules and
regulations that are being
followed and administered by the
lowest paid clerks in the civil
service system, and it's not that
big a thing to take it (the system)
to court."
System Not Impregnable
One can see the Selective

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

GIFTS MAGNIFIQUE!
La Plante Gallery
3009 Central N.E,

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

kapy karner

Service System is not
impregnable, said Marjon, by cases
in San Francisco, where the courts
are shutting down litigation
because of the huge load of draft
cases.
Marjon cited, as an example of
a legal way out, a case concerning
a UNM student who received his
induction notice 10 days after
passing his army physical. Under
the law, the notice can't be sent
out until 21 days after the
physical. The student's lawyer
held the draft board to the law,
and the induction was aborted,
Marion outlined what every
draft registrant should consider:
1) Decide on your own concept
of freedom, and, at the same time,
2) Look into a history and
philosophic basis of having a
system of conscription and a
standing army.
3) If you decide not to go, then
immediately begin consulting a
draft counselor.
4) Don't be afraid of potential
litigation. When you decide that
potential litigation is a very real
possibility, and you begin to plan
for it, you have pre-empted the
system, as to its one true weapon.
5) A registrant who effectively.
plans for litigation will:
a) most likely not be
convicted,
b) probably do a great
service to destroy the system
and aiding others in their
litigation.
Don't Want to Know
Gascoyne stressed the fact that
people don't want to know more
about the draft than what effects
them personally.
For this reason, he believes a
broad system of education for
young men, a:s to what their rights
and obligations are in view of the
selective service and regulations, is
essential.
If a program was initiated at
the high school level, said
Gascoyne, these men would have
already formed their opinions and
be well on their way to effective
resistance by the time they sought
assistance from a draft counselor.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Win rock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

¢

6 for a dollar
2300 Central SE
(just across from Popejoy Hall)

(UPI)-President Nixon proposed
Thursday that the government
guarantee needy youths loans of
as much as $2500 a year, payable
for as long as two years at low
interest rates, to help finance their
college educations.
Nixon's plan for revamping the
federal student loan program to
provide greater help for students
from low-income families was
outlined in a special message to
Congress.
"No qualified student who
wartts to go to college should be
barred by lack of money," he
said.

Education officials said the
plan is designed to encourage
needy youths to attend two-year,
community colleges and state
universities, where• they said
$1700 a year is usually enough to
cover a student's costs.

-

By United Press International

•

Armed forces may move mail
NEW YORK-The nation's first postal strike, which struck New York
City Wednesday, threatened to spread to bther parts of the country,
despite rumors that President Nixon would call out the armed forces to
handle the mail.
The wildcat walkout of 14,000 letter carriers went into its second
day with no negotiations underway nor were any scheduled with
offi~ials of the Post Office Department to settle the long simmering
question of higher wages.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.~said in Washington that President Nixon
might have to call on the armed forces to handle the mail abandoned by
striking postal workers.
"The President may have to go so far ... to use some element of the
armed forces ... ! sympathize with the strikers, but the mail must move,"
Javits told reporters.
A backlog of 18 million pieces of mail piled in Manhattan offices
alone. Some 67,000 postal workers were idled in New York.
The possibility was raised late yesterday that the strike could close
down the stock market at least temporarily if the strike continued over
the weekend.
A big problem for postal authorities is the 500 tons of mail destined
for military men and their families overseas.

Vote set on draft director
WASHINGTON-curtis W. Tarr won quick committee approval
yesterday as the new Selective Service chief after he endorsed an end to
college deferments and pledged the draft would not be used to punish
antiwar demonstrators.
The Senate Armed Services Committee approved his nomination
unanimously after the tall, soft-spoken Califomian had testified for just
over an hour.
His name now goes to the Senate foJ<o confirmation with a vote
expected today.
Tarr said he opposed abolition of the draft until it was demonstrated
beyond doubt that manpower requirements could be met by inducing
young men to join the Army voluntarily,
Tarr testified on a day that saw anti-conscription demonstrations
across the country. Some draft board offices closed down in the face of
the protests.
Tarr, who was drafted into the Army in 1943, said he would
recommend elimination of college deferments this year "unless
something comes up to convince me I'm wrong."
He said deferment of students was unfair to poor people and "tends
to induce some young people to go to college for the wrong reasons."

Same 'white supremacy' Carswell
WASHINGTON-Sen. Edward W. Brooke, R-Mass., the first black
senator since Reconstruction, yesterday charged that Supreme Court
nominee G. Harrold Carswell has not changed since he championed
"white supremacy" in a 1948 campaign speech.
"I have seen no evidence whatsoever," Brooke told the Senate, "that
this is not the same G. Harrold Carswell who comes before us in March,
1970" as the 28·year·old candidate for the Georgia legislature who
made the r!c:!~!~peech 22 years ago. _
.: _

Sen. Mike Gravel, D·Alaska, joined the ranks. A UPI poll showed 52
senators committed or leaning toward approval.
Sen. Fred Harris, D·Okla., said the vote would be blocked until after
the Easter recess, which ends March 31.

70 cities hit by demonstrations
WASHINGTON-Antiwar demonstrators yesterday marched outside
draft boards in cities across the nation. The protests generally were
peaceful, but police reported arresting at least 350 persons for
disorderly conduct.
Selective Service officials in New York and California shut down
many local draft boards rather than risk a confrontation with
demonstrators, who had announced they would attempt to close
induction centers for at least one day during "anti-draft week."
A group of about 400 persons, headed by leaders of the New
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (New Mobe) which
organized the demonstrations, marched with a coffin to the front of
Selective Service headquarters in Washington but made no effort to
enter the locked building. The large black coffin contained draft cards,
The New Mobe, which sponsored the antiwar protests last Nov. 15,
had warned that demonstratprs in more than 70 cities would engage in
tactics of nonviolent civil disobedience, including sit-ins.

Hobbs girl dies of drug overdose
HOBBS, N.M.-Last Friday, 15·year-old Carolyn Pense attended a
special movie at her high school here on the dangers of drug abuse.
The film was so terrifying, according to her uncle Johnny Brice, "she
was hysterical when she talked about it. She said she was frightened of
what the drugs could do."
During the night Sunday, Carolyn began to cry out in her sleep.
When her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Pense, were unable to awaken her,
they took her to the local hospital.
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Lobo photo by NASA

Alpine Valley

6609

N.E.

TEt'EPHONE

Lunar Orbiter IV captured this picture of the moon's Alpine
Valley, This enlargement is the clearest photo available of this
prominent feature of the moon which was previously viewed only by
telescope.

2 U geologists advance theory

Moon 'molten internally'

Day care center
now in operation

LA PLANTE GALLERY
3009 CENTRAL N.E.

order of priority and would not
be subject to call with the group
being selected in the subsequent
year or years, as long as there are
a sufficient number of registrants
ava11able in higher priority groups
to fill the call.
Louis Marjon, campus draft
counselor, received the above
information in reply to a letter to
the National Headquarters of the
Selective Service System in
Washington, D.C.
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Beginning this year, draft
registrants will be selected by the
random sequence method
established Dec. 1, 1969, in a
drawing of the 366 dates of birth
of all registrants between 19 and
26 years old.
Each year a drawing will be
conducted for the purpose of
assigning random selection
numbers to those registrants who
become 19 years old during that
year. These numbers are
permanent numbers for the
registrants included.
There have been no changes in
deferment policies; therefore, a
registrant with a deferment would
not be subject to call while
deferred. However, when his
deferment expires and he is placed
in class l·A or 1-A-0, he would be
subject to call with the age group
then being called in accordance
with his random selection
number.
A registrant whose number is
not reached during the calendar
year in which he becomes
available will be placed in a lower

By PAT WEGMAN
direction, but not east to west.
Keil has
been
his ~~---•••••••••••••••-~
UNM geologists Wolfgang Why this is we don't know, but it research
by use
of continuing
three methods.
Elston and Klaus Keil, who have does tend to show a pattern."
The first is known as the standard
been doing research on the moon
Another Conclusion
meteor technique in which
and its features, theorize that the
Keil, director of the institute of samples are examined under the
moon at one time was internally meteoritics, has been the principal microscope. The second, the
molten.
investigator of lunar samples electron microprobe, goes a step
They reached their decisions brought back from Apollo farther by analyzing these small
since most of the moon rocks Missions 11, 12, and 13. Keil feels particles. Finally, the laser beam
studied are volcanic, and a large observation and analysis of the microprobe vaporizes the particles
amount of the moon craters specimens has led to another and then analyzes the vapor.
appear to be of volcanic origin.
conclusion. • 'Differentiation,
AAA WORLD WIDE TRAVEL
Two new minerals have resulted
Elston, appointed by NASA in which is a natural process of from these tests-armalcolitc and
1516 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, New Meldco 87110
1964 to study the features of the refining minerals, occurred on a ironsilicate. Armalcolite was
(505) 265·9516
moon's surface, substantiates his large scale (on the moon). We named after the three astronauts
theory by explaining that estimate the age of these rocks to and is opaque. It contains bits of
meteoritic craters would tend to be at least 3.5 billion years, and titanium, iron, and magnesium.
have random placements, while
the moon has been dry for at least Ironsilicate is yellowish and
most of the lunar craters have a
this long since the samples transparent. "The reason these
very rlefinit~:.;:Wgnm.J)pt, '~.Not Ql)!!_ . mnt.11ined Y.ery littl~.JYater." ·mi!i.Q! '
' 6 end on earth is
crater has been found reaching
While Keil has had the actual because they are only stable under
from east to west-any other samples to study, Elston has done very low oxygen contents such as
most of his work through detailed provided by the moon's
photographs. Elston and atmosphere," said Keil.
Jim ,,
associates, Rodney
Includes: ait from New York
Aldrich,
Ronald Rhodes,
Fodor, and
City Hosts, little friendly
Eugene Smith (all Ph.D.
As many as 500 children may cand1idat_tes) h1 av~ beten 1
KURT VONNEGUT, JR.
0
1
benefit from a child day care and recons rue mg a vo came era er
development program in the discovered in 1960 known as the
Cat's Cradle ................•95
features.
Albuquerque model cities area Mogollon Plateau. The crater is
Welcome
to
the
Monkey
House
.
.95
located
north
of
Silver
City
near
which entered its first phase last
the Gila Wilderness, and the work
Monday.
God Bless You, Mr Rosewater , . , .95
should
eventually show
The program will emphasize an
Sirens of Titan ....• , ....... , . .95
expanded educational experience similarities between this crater
and
the
craters
found
on
the
for children up to 10 years of age
Mother Night •................•95
17 DAYS
in the model cities area, including moon.
Sinuous Rilles
those whose mothers work.
FROM 5568
Another of Elston's projects,
at the Grasshopper Bookshop
Design of the program by
funded
by
NASA,
is
studying
the
UNM's Institute for Social
120 Yale S.E.
Research and Development formations of sinuous rilles, which
(ISRAD) started Monday, It will appear to be similar to lava
inc I ude extensive participation tunnels, and are extensions of the -----------------------------·-··~··- .. -~
both by professional specialists craters. Elston, A. William
and citizens of the model cities Laughlin, and Douglas Causey are
working on the Zuni Ice Caves,
neighborhoods.
Plans for its development which are examples of sinuous
include use of a strategy group of rilles here on earth.
a bout a dozen persons to
determine a general approach and
•
a series of task forces to deal with
specific topics. Model cities
citizens will work along with
professionals in both types of
groups.
UNM will develop a structure
Invites you to enjoy FREE
for the project, train
an order of Suzy-QFrench
pari-professionals to work in it,
artd organize a community
Fries with an)' of our charcorporation in the model cities
coal broiled sandwiches.
area,
Operation of the project then
will be turned over to the
community corporation.
OPEN SuN.-THURs. 11-11
PHONE 265-8471
FRI.-SAT. 11-12
4613 MENAUL NE .
"ORDERS T.O GO"
FIGHT INFLATION- DISCOUNT STEREO LP'S
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UNM draft counselor
gets answers to query
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Nixon advocates
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speech,
to a nearly empty Senate, marked the f1fth day of
;:,
I N G T 0 N
Opponents to the 50-year-old ~ppeals court judge now number 29, as
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AQUARIAN BOOK SIDP
6922 Central SE
Phone: 256-3194
9:30 to 6:00
Occult & Metaphysical

SUTTON
PLACE, INC.
Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.

Busy Exploiting
While American revolutionaries
spend their time destroying
economic institutions, the
Tupamaros are busy exploiting. If
the Tupamaros had been in
control at Santa Barbara, the
Bank of America wouldn't have
been burned. It would have been
robbed, Likewise, the Tupamaros
wouldn't have bombed General
Telephone in New York. Instead,
they would have kidnapped the
president of the company and
demanded that the company
lower its rates.
The Tupamaros bill themselves
as fighters for "social justice" and
pride themselves on action rather
than the old American trapping
known as rhetoric. Contrary to a
recently published UPI report, the
Tupamaros do not subscribe to
any political ideology (the UPI
report labled them
pro- communist), preferring
instead to concentrate on deeds.
Their deeds have proved highly
effective so far in discrediting and

LA PLANTE GALLERY

See the newest wig in town

3009 CENTRAL N.E.
QuaintI

THE GREEK BOY
($25 complete)

RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT
READ 3 to 10 TIMES FASTER
IMPROVE YOUR STUDY SKILLS
LYCEUM LEARNING CENTER 207 Dartmouth

Ne

Phone 265-6761

COUNTRY BARN

partially crippling the government
and ruling economic powers of
Uraguay,
Kidnap Official
Example; Recently the
Tupamaros found the telephone
a.nd electricity rates in
Montivedeo (Uraguay's capital),
were far too . high to suit their
tastes or those of the poor,
Immediately they kidnapped the
government official in charge of
fixing rates on public utilities.
After explaining to the official
that if he didn't reduce utility
rates, his welfare would be
seriously jeopardized, the
Tupamaros took him to an
isolated part of the country,
stripped him to his underwear,
and released him. By-passing the
police, the Tupamaros called local
newspaper offices and told the
papers where they could find the
official. The press and their
cameras found the minister in
good health. Result? Public utility
rates in Montivedeo have been
significantly reduced,
The Tupamaros are obviously
very professional. In their three
years of operation none of the
members have ever been positively
identified, and no one has ever
been injured or killed in
Tupamaros raids, which usually
have Robin Hood overtones.
Gambling Casinos
Example: Montivedeo is thick
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Safety show

A slide show on safety will be
shown Friday in the Union foyer
by Spurs, sophomore women's
honorary organization.
The program, which is free, will
be shown between 10 a.m. and 4
p.m. as part of a three-day safety
program by the organization.
Other activities include
distributing posters and fliers for
cars particularly stressing auto
safety,
Neutron talk
Nelson Stalnaker will speak to a

Friday Fish Dinner

59¢
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for
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Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Fidelity Union Ufe Insurance Co.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
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Union hours
Special hours for all
departments of the Union will
begin Thursday, March 26. 'l'he
schedule runs as follows:
All functions will be closed
Saturday and Sunday, March 28
and 29, excP,pt the barbershop
which will be open 8 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Saturday.

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cal'$

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent
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15,000 people lucky enough to
get tickets for the game and all of
them had come. The noise was
incredible; their cheering rose to
the Arena's flat ceiling and
crashed down to the court 56·feet
below.
Chuck shuffled his feet
nervously as he waited in line for
lay-ups, You sensed that he
suspected that the cheers were for
the Lobo stars and not really for
him. But you also doubted he
could keep a lump from his chest
as he stood in the focus of the
tremendous noise.
Coach Bob King and Harv
Schmidt had recruited Chuck in
San Antonio, Tex., where he had
led his high school to two
consecutive state championships,
He had twice been named to the
Texas All-State team and, as a ,
senior, had made the Catholic
Prep
All-American. This
didn't impress many people, Chuck
said, but so what. Lew Alcindor
had once made the Catholic Prep
All-American team.
When the warm-up period was
over, team introductions were
made with seniors introduced
first. Each senior received a nice
round of applause from the
packed Arena.
The game began. As you
watched Chuck sit down on the

Then with 5:21 left in the game a
fight broke out on the court. New
Mexico's Willie Long and UTEP's
Dick Gibbs were thrown out of
the game, Willie had been fouled
by Gibbs before the scuffle but
could no longer shoot his free
shot.
New Mexico was leading,
71-59. Coach King looked down
his bench. He ran his eyes up and
down the bench twice. Each
player looked straight ahead,
hoping, you suspected, that
Chuck would be the one chosen.
King paused; then laid his hand on
the shoulder of Sophomore Rick
Wright.

Rick stepped up to the free
throw line, carefully bounced the
ball l.'ive times, and slowly aimed.
The ball struck the front of the
rim and missed,
There was still five minutes left
in Chuck's varsity career. But with
2:40 remaining, UTEP cut the
Lobos' lead to a shaky 72-67. It
was then that you sensed that
Chuck must realize he wouldn't
get in the game. If this is what
Chuck realized, he was right.
The final score was 78-70 in
favor of New Mexico, and crowd
swarmed onto the court as the
final buzzer went off. Chuck
wasn't there though to share the
congratulations-he was the first
player to reach the locker room.
Ken Otteni followed him.
"You had a great career here,"
.smiled Ken as he shook Chuck's
hand.
"Yeah," said Chuck as he
grinned back, "I set some great
records. Some that will last for a
long time."
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Chuck Henckel
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hoping the Lobos would jump off
:~ :.
~-:i·:
to that big lead that would cause
Keeping abreast
·~;
~
King to begin substituting early so
S A N F R A N CI S C 0 - A
,g_
-lt}
he could score a noint, But as the 28-year-old secretary has filed a
game dragged on,"it didn't happen $75,000 damage suit against the ")?)"
that way, New Mexico led at manufacturer of a silicone breast -lt}
~·
halftime by only 36-31.
booster after a hospital chE'rk up
~
The Lobos threatened to break showed "the left implant was
:.;_
the game open a couple of times completely deflated."
?)"
in the second half but the Miners
-lt}
never quite let them get away jOE TURNEY
with it. Behind by eleven points
_motorcycles
-lt}
on four occasions, UTEP roared
Sales • Service • Parts
back to cut the Lobo lead to six
-lt}
each time. If you watched the
BSA-JAWA-Bridgestone
~
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
'?J,.
Lobo bench, you could see Chuck
PENTON
-lt}
glancing at the clock and score. It
6206 Lomas Blvd NE
256-9444
is
an unwritten
ruleinto
thata Lobo
..~··~·~··~·~_.!.!}~,.~reserves
never get
game ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~·;··~·~·~··~·~··~·~·~··~·~"~·~··~·~
unless the Lobos are way ahead or
hopelessly behind.
Chuck wore a frown as he sat
and watched helplessly from the
Lobo bench. Sitting cross-legged
with a smile next to Chuck was
all day and all night ·
happy-go-lucky Roger Bowden.
Nicknamed "Boom-Boom" by his
teammates, Roger hadn't scored a ~IIUIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiUII/IIIIIIIIIflllllllllfllllfiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIItiUUiiiUIIIIIItltiUIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIJIIUIIIUUllfiUiflt!.
varsity point either until two days
earlier. Against Utah he had
hooked a five-foot shot which
rolled suspensively around the rim
before dropping through the net.
The smile he wore, you suspected,
signified many things: among
them was the fact that he had
scored in his varsity career.
As the minutes clicked off from
the scoreboard clock, Chuck's
PHONE: CSClSl 268-4227
now-expressionless face continued
to rove between the action on the
court and the scoreboard clock.
Fuli Line Dealer For
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The bookstore, information
desk, accounting center, and
offices will be open week days 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. The games area will
be open week days 11 a.m. to 8
p.m. The cafeteria and snack bar
will be open 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

OK IE'S

Johnson Scores

Ken Johnson crosses the plate
with the Lobos second run of the
game. Jim Kremmel gives
directions not to slide. Both
Kremmel and Johnson scored in
the third inning.

•
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Lobos w1n aga1nDov B. Schmorak
Dov B. Schmorak, director of
instruction and training in Israel's
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, will
spend Sunday on the UNM
campus, speaking at two campus
meetings.
He will talk at the International
Cente: at 4 p.m. Sunday and will
meet at 7 p.m. with the campus
Hillel organization, which is
sponsoring his visit.
Schmorak has served in various
posts in the Israeli government
since 1951. In 1963 he was
appointed to the embassy in
Stockholm and in 1966 became
counselor for political affairs at
the London embassy, He returned
to Israel and ilSilumed his present
post two years ago,
He has visited more than 20
countries and is the author of two
books dealing with Nazi crimes
published after the Eichmann
trial.
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Lutheran Campus Council

I
~

Now It's Easier
for you to join the stimulating
discussions in either the College
and Career department or the
International department of tha
First Baptist Church on' Sunday
m<:)rnings.
We are now running a bus
through the campus to proyide
.
you with a ride.
Sunday Morning Schedule'

The bus will return to the campus after the morning worship
service, departing the church
about 12:10.

I

MR FRISKY

[

I

Look for the green bus marked

i

'·

~
i

1.916 Central Sl<i

open 11 AM 'til11 PM

i

for
Students, Faculty, and Staff
by

a.m.

I
I
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Stereo Sound Equipment

April 5
Lutheran Worship

AMPEX

I

767 Reel to Reel
Portable Tape Recorder

~

i5

\'>'0,-~..,_,.

.&illk,;'T

t

·~

~~·

First Baptist Church
It's your free ride.

Three AMPEX Deep·Gap heads let you
make duets with yourself, add echo effect
or make sound·with·sound recordings.
Unique atoustic suspension cube speakers
create sound you never believed possible
from a portable tapa recorder. A separate
h~ad lets you hear the tape as you record it!
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·i! AMPEX 14'67 with
~ Automatic Threading and R~verse

=

~-the ~xcltJGivc-AMPEX· '"':silent sierlal"
;

automatically reverses tape at the end of ll ··!;•l!u"

=

~ r.oyou cJn hear the othN SltiC without chancmr. '',I.

fr.Htmes dlre<-t tape momtor, m1.o t•Hm:t. ~-Gun~: u1 .qmd.
§ sou:~d v;tth sound lt <11srotllrf d~ Jt'",f::'l1t;:l{r-•--::.:·~----~ 1_... ~·
E 2 .0rnmds. Re.:lllyprnfL·:,~,uJild/ -- Wlt'r four .••<rr!,,.,~ · .. r;_-:_, .lr-.1
:

g

tH.(JUStu.: SU!:~mnsum spr _,rwrs

§ ... tlw most m J portable sysh!m!
§
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Coronado Hall 9: lO't],m'. · · · =
Hokona Hall9: 15 a:tri.
Baptist Student Union 9:20 t · a
=
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PHO. 255.0991

STEREDSDNIC
EQUIPMENT

l..it"~\~

49¢
FAMOUS FOODS
3800 EAST CENTRAl

The varsity baseball team won NEW MEXICO
ab r
h bi
its seventh straight as Jim Johnson 2b
4 3 2 1
If
5 1 1
2
Kremmel took advantage of six Daniels
Faford rf
6 1 2 0
runs in the third inning to post his Barnhill cf
5 0 1 0
Laub c
2 1 0
0
second win of the season, 14·3.
Gru:cia ss
1 1 1 0
· The Lobos handed the Surber 3b·c
4 2 1 1
Ruth lb
4 1 1 2
Colorado State College Bears the Minarsich
ss·3b
3 2 0 2
pasting in the visitors' opening Kremmcl p
4 2 1
0
38 14 10 8
game. Kremmel went the distance
striking out eight and allowing COLORADO ST.
Scaverda ef
5 2 2 0
only two earned runs.
Grantz ss
3 0 0 0
The big third inning came Cooper rf
4 0 1 0
Se11ertson 3b
4 0 1 2
about with Krcmmel singling and Haskett
lb
3 0 0 0
Ken Johnson getting hit by a Mizner If
4 0 0 0
Brunz 2b
4 0 1 0
pitch, Both moved up on a passed Holmes
c
3 0 2 0
ball and then Joe Daniels Denningp
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
delivered a single. Later in the Hedemnrkph
Ricketts p
0 0 0 0
same inning George Ruth singled Bade p
0 0 0 0
Burchfield
ph
1
0 0 0
in two more runs after Bob
33 3 ., 2
Faford singled and Rick Wicks
2B·Coaper, Holmes
drew a walk.
The Wolfpack goes after their Pitching Summary:
so
eighth straight victory this Kremmel (W 2-1) 9lp 'Th 3r er2 bb
3 8
afternoon at Lobo Field. The Denning (:L, b-1) 3 Ij38 6 6 3 4
3 2 31 3 0 4 2
opponent will be the Southern Ricketts
Bode
125322
Colorado State team who they
Colorado State
000 001 020- 3
beat, 9-5, on Monday.
New Mexico
006 000 35x-14

Franks and Beer··Hard Boiled Eggs

..,...

MONSTER
HAMBURGER
. ENClOSED $ • - - - -

!

Math lecture
Professor Paul Erdos, of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
will lecture tonight at 7:30 in
Mitchell Hall in room 101 on the
subject "Problems and Results in
Combinatorial Analysis,' a subject
often understood by persons with
only basic mathematical training.
Solutions for the problems are
often obtained by the use of
elementary ideas rather than
advanced techniques.
Erdos is sponsored by the
department of mathematics and

Foreign Car
Specialists

full prior to insertion of advertisement

I

frown worn by one, Chuck
Henckel, indicated it was serious
for. him.
,
Chuck had never scored a point
in his varsity career and tonight
was his last chance. You suspected
that scoring that symbolic point
was the only thing Chuck had on
his mind when the Lobos reached
the bottom of the ramp.
As the Lobos raced out on the
floor to warm-up, a sea of
humanity rose to give them a
standing ovation. There were

I

~:----t~~~t~i~s~t~i~c~s~~a~n~d~~b~~S~a~n~d~i~a~--------~~~~~~to attend the free lectur,e.
--~----·

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

TERMS: Payment must be made in

UNM chemistry department
seminar on a sample preparation
method for neutron activation
analysis today at 3:30 p.m. in
room 101 of the chemistry
building.
The talk, partial fulfillment of
the requirements of the
comprehensive sequence for the
Ph.D. degree in chemistry, is free
and open to aU interested persons.

2933 Monte Vista N.E.

265-6631

It was the last game of the
season. As the Lobos jogged down
the Arena ramp to start their
warm-ups, the irregular pat of
twenty rubber soles echoed
through the tunneL
For five New Mexico seniors,
tonight is career's end. Most of
them weren't taking the game too
seriously. They already owned a
drawerful of trophies, awards, and
letters, And they appeared to be
taking their last appearance as
kind of a festive event. But the

with gambling casinos. The capital political tension in Montivedeo
is located on Uraguay's inviting has eased perceptibly, presumably
Atlantic coast which draws because of a new soft-line
tourists from all over the world, approach adopted by the city's
Many of the poor are employed in police department.
these casinos and the Tupamaros
For years the Tupamaros have
decided the poor were not getting caught the attention and
enough of the take. Without imagination of Latin Americans
waiting for government reform but now the press is carrying
the Tupamaros struck, To date accounts of their daring escapades
almost every casino in the to all corners of the world. On
Montivedeo area has been the Nov. 2l., 1969 UPI reported
target of Tupamaros' robberies.
Uraguay 's leading banker,
Most of the money has been Gaetano Giampietro, had been
donated to day-care centers, released by the Tupamaros after
attended by children of casino being held captive for 73 days, His
workers. The remainder of the release came only after many
funds have been allocated to the striking bank worker's demands
workers in what the Tupamaros had been met and a $60,000
describe as a unique dollar donation had been made to
"profit-sharing" program.
a worker's hospital in Montivedeo,
Although Tupamaros embrace
On March 10 of this year UPI
no particular political ideology filed a story (carried in the
they frequently take action Albuquerque Journal) which told
against "political injustices,"
of a "daring daylight bank
robbery-Jess than 24 hours after
"Disarm" House
13 women political prisoners were
Example: Montivedeo's police freed from jail." In addition to
chief takes (or did take) a freeing the prisoners the
hard-line stance on political Tupamaros got away with
dissent, particularly student $40,000 in the robbery.
demonstrations. Early last fall the
None of the Tupamaros have
police chief arrived home to find a ever been caught and until they
note tacked on his door calling for are it seems likely they will
a relaxation of his present policies continue to sock Uraguay where
and advising him to "disarm" his American radirals are just now
house. A check of the house beginning to sock our
found enough dynamite to level a establishment-in the bread
city block. Since the incident, basket.

Ca1npus I:Jriefs

.~

Portrait of a player and his last game

Uraguayan rebels similar to Robin Hood
who call themselves the
Tupamaros.
The activities of radicals in this
country look primitive and
misguided in comparison with the
ultra-sophisticated Tupamaros of
Uraguay.
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Rob from rich. give to poor

By MICHAEL BLAKE
The recent wave of bombings
acros!l the United States has
prompted agreement from all
quarter of society on one basic
fact-radicalism in America is
rising and rising fast,
Rap Brown's prosecutor
recently called the bombings "an
attack on the judiciary, an attack
at courthouses as a symbol," but
the district attorney is dead
wrong. The bombings are clearly
an attempt to cripple bits and
pieces of the country
economically, and the inspiration
for this economic assault has
come, either consciously or
unconsciously, from a group of~
La tin American revolutionaries

l
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Fridu:r, Murch 20
Chemistry lecture: chcmlstry building,
room 101; 3:30 p.m.
Fiesta Cornmittee; Union, room 230;
4 p.m.
New Mexico Bowling Tournament; Union
games urea; 4 p.m.
InterpationaJ Re~jpg Associut.Qn; Union
Ballroomi 6 p.m.

~
~

Fun things from
Old Mexico
3009 Central N.E.

centa.

Sunday, March 22
Chess Clqb; Union, room 253; 3 p.rn.
li~iJm: Union Theater; 7 and 10 p.m.: 50

ecnts

LIBRARIANS
After .•. it's the
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Only $1.50

Noon Ill Midnite

Shows at
12:15
2:08
3:46

5:12

6:50
8:28
10:06

DOUBLE FEATURE
//SWEET TRASH"
Plus

Brief

Saturday, Murch 21
Film; Union Theater; 7 and 10 p.m.; GO

Phone 265-4675
3211 Central N .E.

ow Showing

ICampusl

Friday fi]m: HYou Can't Cheat; an Han ..
est Man" and 10 Thc I'harmacist''; Union.
Thcate<; 7 nnd 10 p.m.; 50 cents.
.
Omega P&i Phi; Union, Lobo; 7 p.m,
Bahni; Union, room 230i 7:30 p.m.
Folldorc Society; Union. :room 25a; 7; 30
p.m.
Mathematics lecture; Mitchell Hall, rqom
1Q1; 7 :30 p.m.

·~~~~~
~ I
la plante gallery

~
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New professor
Byron Dale· Dieterle has been
appointed an assistant professor
of physics for the fall semester al;
theUNM.
Dieterle received his doctorate
from the University of California
at Berkeley in 1967 and is
presently a research associate at
the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center. He was a research assistant
at the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, Berkeley, and used
the Cyclotron and Bevatron there
for work towat·d his Ph.D.
The lndiana-born physicist is a
specialist in elementary particle
physics and has several scholarly
articles to his credit. He is a
member of the American Physical
Society and Phi Beta Kappa.
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Recruiting U
Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies wil1 visit the Center
to iptel'view candidates for positions:
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Fri<!nY, March 20
Department of the Army. Ht:!adquartera
U.S, Army Air Defense Center & Fort
Bliss-Business Admin., E~ucntion, Journalism, Math., Psychology nad General
Liberal Art.• CDS, BA, DBA)

Vote to give regents complete autonomy

Uouldar Valley Public Schools, lloulder,
Cojo. Elcm., Sec. All areas e;>;ccpt Soc.
St. nnd Fore1g~ Languages. .
.
Calexico Un1fied School D1st., CnlexJCo,
Galif.-Eiem, Sec,
.
Pnjaro Valley Unified Scho9l D1st.,
Wal$onville, Calif.-Elem., Sec. G>rls P.E ..
Sp~ch Correctionist, Sch. Psychologist
Pueblo Public Schools, P"eblo, Golo.Eiem. Sec. Monda)' Murch 23
Wilson & Compa~y, Inc.-Business Ad·
ministration. Liberal Arts, Education
Bunk of · New Mexico-Bus. Admin ..
Econ.
Tuesday, Murch 24 .
Roswell Independent School D1st._. Ros ...
wclJ, N. J\.{cx.-Elem., Seq. !\.'lath., Eng,,
Sci., Foreign languages & Girls P.E.,
Spec. Educ.

DemOcrats approve parfy:p/atform
SANTA

FE-New Mexico's
Sat·urday voted
overwhelmingly to adopt a platform
which calls for the regents of the
state's universities to be given nearly
full autonomy in the operation of
their institutions,
The platform document, the first
ever approved by the Democrats
before the primary election, also calls
for the franchise to be extended to
18-year-olds and for strong
legislation to provide penalties for
"all who emit excessive wastes into
the atmosphere and water."
Debate on the platform, which
several key Democrats called "the
most specific ever," took just over
three and one-half hours, Its major
provisions had been hammered out in
a series of conferences around the
state during the past winter.
Love Lust Again
The educational section of the
Democrat,~

AWARD
3 .ACADEMY.
NOMINATIONS
"DAZZLING! A VIVID
EXPERIENCE, THRILLING!
A CLIFFHANGER IN SPACE!"
-L.A. TIMES

Support Lobo
Advertisers

In

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Color

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mint..
mum ($1.40) per tima run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no chnnges the rata is reduced to 5c
per word n.nd the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must ba made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement..
Classified Adve<tising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Students

"SURF CITY SEX" $1.50 any time

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
169, afternoons .Prcfer:lbly or mail.

1)

r

PERSONALS
DLINE fo< inserting classified 3 :30
:n.-will go in next day's Lobo.

WAN'l'ED TO BUY: smoll Yamaha or
Honda. Around $150. or 300 hamburgers.
Jack at Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE.
4/3
SING AND STRUM any sm1g instantly by
car. Folk, rock, country. Money buck
guarantee. $2. Postpaid. Guitar Method,
Box 65, Fenton, Mich. 48430. 4/2
LONELY? NEED A LISTENER? Personal,
marital,
f'nmily
problems.
United Minister's Counseling Service,
1800 Sigma Chi NE. 247-2720. 3/23
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. New
hours-T-Th 8:30 to 5:30, W·F·S 8:30
tc 6 :oo. 3/23

. t:penif?g

.

weDNESDAY

We're right p-oud o£ .

""'e ~EFURBISH£0

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lesson. $14
hr. nfter. Lee Mason, 268-4589. 3/24
THUNDERDffiD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written wo<k submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journnlism Bldg.

NE\N
IVIEXICO

ONE WEEK ONLY

FEDERICO FELLINI'S

****

2)

LOSE SOMETHING 1 To find it, try
Lobo Classified Ads.
BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB fo<
your loat items.

-Weller, limes
'•,.

5)

l.f
f"";

:JI:»oli:L Z.a.li:Loh.o"•
lalOB Central EJ,lll, 847·-14

Metro Goldwyn Mayer presents

Pot~~
in Frank D. Gilroy's Pulitzer Prize winning

'''f/uu

~~

~II

FORSALE

FENDER STRATOGASTER: piggyback
amp. two 12" speakers, !our inputs. 2652069. 3/25

Leonard Delayo

UNM standards group
•
additional
may rece1ve

196D ItOllEHTS s·rmmo tnpe . recorder
$175.00. 23" color TV ccmsolc With gunr•
antec $115. Call Steve 242·9514. 3/23

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER EMPLOYMBNT. Eithc< sex.
Excellent wage.q, Great Working Condi•
tions. Swimming l'ool: Cnshiern;j Lff~
guards, Night Maintenance. 1C interested,
one jntcrview date only: Saturdny1
March 14, time: 10 a.m., Place 1410
Iron SW. 3/13
llUSINESS OPPOR'l'UNITY part.tlrnc.
If YOU .nrc looking for a real opportunity
Plus early retirement, call 268-49li0 after
5:30. Couples preferred. 3/20

-RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a dny

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
FRIDAY, MARCH 20-7 & 10 p.m.
50¢ plus JD

iurisdiction on campus
Sugges1ed for

•

Glii)I.~AAL ~

audiences.
co·slarrlng

CANCiONEIW,-90 popular Spanish songs.
Send $1 tc I!ODJ<JHTO' MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.W. 87102. 4/1.0

l!'ree Pick Up And Service
No DcpOI!it
LoWe< Monthly Rate

Buck's

TV

Rentals

2ea.o~1ni'o

L--~r Avnllnhle

Senator Leonard DeLayo,
shown speaking to Student
Lobby, announced his candidacy
for ASUNM president last night.

Senator Leonard DeLayo announced his
candidacy for the 1970-71 ASUNM
presidency last night, and called for
"unification" of the student body.
DeLayo outlined a platform including
student participation on faculty committees,
changes in the new student orientation and
advisory programs, and reorganization of the
Popular Entertainment and Speakers
Committees.
"The students of UNM must present a
united front to Santa Fe, to the community,
and to the administration. If unified we can
press for academic reform, and
administrative reform," he said.
"The students at this University demand
and deserve to demand a greater voice in
governance. We must press for more student
representation on present fa.culty
committees now, and not wait for
all-university governance,'' DeLayo said.
DeLayo said ASUNM has a responsibility
to help "diminish the 70 percent drop-out
rate" at UNM, and proposed changes in the
new student orientation program,
establishment of a core of
cross-departmental advisors, a campus-wide
tutoring program, and expansion of the
Drop-In Center.
"Orientation must emphasize how to get

A son

1964 . Pl>UGilOT wagon. Good ~ondition.
Rebuilt. Itodefcr, English Dept. S9H-1364,
3/23

6)

/

Monday, March 23, 1970

The story of three strangers
A mother.. .
A father.. .
and

1969 GTO, PB, PS, AC. NeW tires. Refinance. $2483. 265-8266. 3/18·24
1969 KAWASAKI 250 Sidewindtt:·-220P.· - ..
milcs. Excellent· condition. Street or -race.
$450 or best offer. 277-5869. 3/23
1964 VW squarebnck by original owner. A
bargain nt $825, Phone 255-5441. 2/23
2QO USED TVa. All styles. $15 up. 441
WYoming NE, 254-u987. 4/16

ALSO 11 THE PHARMACIST"

•

/JL:

7:30 9:30

1069 VW campe<. Excellent condition.
New Hart standa<ds. 185 em. 268·7767.
4/3

"YOU £AN'T CHEAT
AN HONEST MAN"

~

'\#

TYPING-term papers, theses, dissertations. Close to campus. 256·1694. 3/25

.

;..-/

No. 106
'

Says students need 'united front'

"Honest and unadorned,
strikingly realistic and yet
genuinely tender and
compassionate!

SERVICES

,_;

DeLayo seeks ASU N M presidency

-N.Y. NEWS

LOST&FOUND

attack against the Nixon
administration.
Nixon Castigated
Bayh, who made the keynote
address to the convention, told the
delegates Nixon's domestic program
was aimed at polarizing the country
by "pitting one race against another,
one economic class against another,
one age class against another."
The administration, he said, is
attempting, "for political gain,'' to
"divide the American people into
two categories, a silent majority
which supports the President and
radical liberals who are a menace to
the country's security.'' Nixon's
administration is not leaving room
for honest, non-violent opposition,
Bayh added.
He also warned that the recent
pronouncement of Vice President
Spiro Agnew might be the harbinger
of a return to McCarthyism.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"BEST FOREIGN FILM
Of THE YEAR!"

SENIOR--Be sure to have your class pic·
tu<e taken for the Mlra~:e. No chargethree pooes, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5748 to
sohedale.

passage of strong leb(islation calling
for a system of fines to be levied on
polluters.
Other Sections
The wording was added as an
amendment which was first defeated
but then recalled and passed. Most of
the amendment's support came from
the Los Alamos delegation,
Other portions of the platform call
for:
-Naming Jan. 15 "Human Rights
Day in New Mexico" in honor of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthdate.
-Quick withdrawal of U.S. troops
from Vietnam.
-Opposition to the expansion and
emplacement of the Safeguard
missile system,
-And opposition to right-to-work
legislation.
Prior to debate on the platform
the convention heard U.S. Sen. Birch
Bayh, D-Ind., deliver a scathing

..... •....
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THUNDERBffiD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
AU art works may now be picked up at
rm. 205 J ournallsm Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.

3)

W. C. FIELDS

platform provided the most heated
debate of the day as several delegates
tried to amend the university section
to delete references to autonomy for
the regents. Tom Holland, Bernalillo
County delegate and a former state
representative, told the convention
that "these words say the Legislature
of the state cannot and should not
have any right to look into our
institutions and I contend this is
wrong."
Holland made the motion that the
autonomy section be deleted but lost
the motion on a voice vote after
several other delegates said it was
about time "we forget about the
poem;" a reference to the Love Lust
Poem" incident of a year ago,
The pollution section of the
platform was the only other section
of the document to provide
extended, heated debate. As finally
approved, the section calls for the

Jack Albertson · Martin Sheen
dlteelod by

scroonplay by

produced by

Frank D. Gilroy

Edgar Lansbury
Ulu Grosbard
Metr·ocolor

H~ar Judy Collins sing "Albatross" nM

'WhO Knows Where The T•mo Goes?"'

,.. ....... NM FILM COMMITTEE· 50¢ with 10

Saturday & Sunday 7 & I0 p.m.

A proposal that would extend the
jurisdiction of the Student Standards
Committee to impose penalties on any
member of the University community
will be put on the April agenda of the
faculty, said Ed Benavidez, member of
the all- University Governance
Committee.
Benavidez, who chairs the governance
sub-committee on interim
recommendations, told the ASUNM
Senate Wednesday the faculty is "now
ready to respond to such a proposal.';
"Because of the Baughman incident,
they are pushed against the wall," he
said.
The proposal to extend the powers of
Standards is "experimental, until we can
draw up an all-University constitution,"
said Benavidez.
"Until we get that done, it
(Standards) will be able to take care of
complaints against any member of the
community. We must also give Standards
some power. They· should be able to
impose some penalty on the faculty
beyond censure."
Although the Student Standards

along within the University structure. We
must change the advisory system because
now it is not helping students stay in
school," he said.
The advisory program DeLayo outlined
would include a "core group of about 60
faculty members from every field in the
University" who would advise students in
their own field. The student would also have
an advisor in his own college.
The tutoring program "may be organized
with the Graduate Student Association,"
and would be a "course orientation," he
said.
Popular Entertainment and Speakers
Committees have not "provided the services
they were intended to,'' DeLayo. said. The
Speakers, Committee should "limit'' the
number of general interest speakers, and
bring in speakers for specialized groups as
well as the whole student body.
DeLayo proposed establishment of a
presidential advisory council composed of
representatives of all chartered organizations
on campus.
DeLayo has no vice presidential running
mate. He is currently president pro tern of
the ASUNM Senate, and the former head oi:
Student Lobby.
Committee may now hear complaints
brought by any member of the
University, it may only pass judgement
on students,
The committee consists of four
faculty members and four students with
vote, and a student chairman without
vote.
The interim recommendation
sub-committee also suggested the
delection from the faculty constitution
that "provides for their regulation of
matters affecting student life and
activities," he said.
Benavidez said the faculty members
on the all· University Governance
Committee "are backing the proposals."
The all-University constitution will
"be ready to propose to the students and ·
faculty in September," he said.
"The faculty's attitude toward the
constitution seems to be 'wait and see'.
They are interested in ·seeing what we
will come up with," he said.
Open hearings will be held after spring
break on the provisions of the
constitution. ·

